
The dutch rocktrio Legends in our Mind may be regarded as 
Rotterdams' worst kept secret. For almost two years now, the 
band traveled all around the country to do what they're best 
at : blowing minds, breaking hearts, and leaving burning 
tracks when they get off stage afterwards.

Three boys met each other after years filled with adventures 
that brought them along ska, punk, reggae, metalcore - and 
Europe. With their minds more than ever set to the purity of 
music, they produce an ever increasing number of songs that 
can be pushed under labels like rock 'n roll, emo, wave - if you 
wish to push them under a label anyway. The always present 
influence by rockmonsters like U2, The Police and Muse is 
added by a touch of flavour of the week (currently being 
Dredg, Saybia, Incubus).

Since march '03, the band has added an acoustic set to their 
catalogue. With this addition to the sometimes 
overwhelming electric set, Legends in our Mind can play at 
any stage, on every streetcorner, anywhere on the planet. 
With an extra guitarist and a violin player, the typical LioM-
sound is translated into a similar, yet different feel. The one 
and only way to turn a stadium-rockact into a wedding 
combo!

Legends in our Mind will also play both acoustic and electric 
on their upcoming European Tour, which is supposed to lead 
them through Germany, Czech Republic, Italy and France. 
After this, the band will return to their homecountry to 
continue working on a sequel to their mini-cd Living for 
Today, which was released in a steaming Nighttown 
(Rotterdam) on september 14th 2002. 

Selfconfident as musicians, but humble as a band, knowing 
that there is so much to improve and so many dogs eating 
dogs out there, Legends in our Mind tries to perform to their 
best and, if the best is good enough, reach the sky.

"Pay attention to What you do to me, 
already a candidate for Summer-smashit 
2003. Unique sound, unique band, highly 
recommended!"

(Live XS)

" .. the characteristic sound is what's most 
charming about this cd"

(OOR)

Legends in our Mind
Rusthoflaan 53c
NL-3034 XJ Rotterdam

tel. 010-4110118 
06-10631558 (Roman)

www.legendsinourmind.nl
info@legendsinourmind.nl

"Especially opening song 'What you do to 
me' is convincing with its bluesy tic en the 
pleasant vocals of Ralf 'Lovehandle 
Mastwijk"

(DutchDemos)

Legends in our Mind previously 
performed in venues like Nighttown (3x), 
Waterfront, Speakers, Winston Kingdom, 
Simplon, Amuse, Koornbeurs (4x), 013 
and Off Corso.


